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PACS.82.70.-y Disperse systems

PACS.83.10.Nn Polymer dynamics

PACS.83.50.By Transient deformation and flow; time dependent propertie8:

start-up, stress relaxation, creep, recovery, etc.

Abstract. The steady-state nonlinear rheology of wormlike micellar systems 18 thought to be

subject to shear banding (the underlying shear stres8 us. strain rate curve a
ii) is nonmonotonic).

Shear banding may result in a plateau la ii)
= up in the measured flow curve

(at controlled mean

strain rate I). ~Ve present new rheological data for aqueous CPyCI/Nasal (100 mM /60 mM).
Steady-state flow curves published previously for this system (Rehage H. and Holfmann H., Mot.

Phys. 74 (1991) 933) have since been interpreted as 8hear-banded flow with "top-jumping", in

which the steady-state shear rate ii in the low shear band is the largest possible (ii
"

if~~,

up =
amax). That would rule out the existence of a metastable branch with a stress larger than

up. We show that such a branch does, ho~vever, exist (for temperatures in the range 20 25 ° C).
Similar results are found for a 100 mM/75 mM system. The time scale for relaxation of a

metastable state onto true steady 8tate flo~v, Tss, is far longer than the Maxwell time of the fluid;
this is consistent with shear banding. We observe Tss r~

(§ §c)~P in the meta8table regime
(§ > ii ), with p an exponent that depends on composition and temperature. The "critical"

shear rate §c is in some cases less than ii so that no actual divergence of Tss occurs. In at least

one case, though, there is evidence for a physical divergence (ic > ii accompanied by a small

window of shear rates, ii < § < §~, for which Tss is effectively infinite. In some respects the

observed behaviour resembles that reported previously (Berret J.-F., Roux D-C- and Porte G..

J. Phys. II France 4 (1994) 1261) for equimolar CPyCI/Nasal in 0.5 M Nacl. Those results

were interpreted in terms of nucleation and growth of a
shear-induced nematic phase. However

the same explanation is unlikely for the lo~v weight fractious 11 < 5$l) used in our study.

1. Introduction

The rheology of wormlike micelles has attracted the attention of many workers in recent years.

Under suitable conditions, these systems exhibit viscoelastic phases in which the micelles are

highly entangled [ii. In the linear response region, such materials often show behaviour re-

markably close to that of an ideal Ma~~well fluid (mono-exponent1al stress decay, with a relax-

ation time TM ). This behaviour has been explained by a model which combines the reptation
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Fig. 1. a) A nonmonotonic stress us. strain rate curve; the dotted part is unstable. In a banded

flow, regions of strain rate ii,12 coexist to give a macroscopic mean strain rate § which is fixed (under
controlled strain rate conditions). The observed flow curve

(solid) corresponds to "top jumping"

up = «max. b) The same, but with some other selection mechanism giving a plateau stress up less

than the maximum. This allows a metastable branch (dashed) to develop. Depending on lifetimes

of metastable states, the observable branch could, but need not, extend as far as «ma, as shown (cf.
Fig. 12 below).

mechanism for relaxation of entanglements with the reversible scission of the linear micellar

aggregates [2]. The same model, applied to the nonlinear flow regime, predicts some much

more complicated effects [3, 4]. Specifically it is found that the stress vs. strain-rate curve,
a(§) in homogeneous steady shear flow is nonmonotonic. The decreasing part of such a curve

is unstable [5]; to maintain a steady flow, a system subjected to a mean strain rate lying in

this region may split into "shear bands" of low and high strain rate §i and §21 see Figure I.

(This assumes that (as shown) the underlying flow curve eventually increa8e8 again at high §;
though mechanistic details of th18 remain ob8cure [6].) The occurrence of shear-bands (or at

least, a strongly inhomogeneous shear rate in steady state), for micellar systems undergoing
cylindrical Couette flow, is now established by experiment. The evidence comes from birefrin-

gence microscopy [7] and especially NMR velocimetry [8,9], although the latter also reveals a

number of unexplained features [8,10]. Very recent NMR data [I ii shows that the same occurs

in a cone /plate geometry in which the stress field is very close to being ideally homogeneous.

If shear-banding happens, there remains the issue of selection: what are the two shear-

rates, or
(equivalently) what is the value of the stress ap shared by the two bands? The

simplest ansatz (known
as top-jumping) postulates that up is at the maximum of the underlying

(nonmonotonic) flow curve (Fig. la). On this basis, good quantitative agreement was found [4]
between the predictions of the reptation-reaction model and the data of Rehage and Hoffmann

[12] on the system CPyCI/Nasal (100 mM/60 M) in water. Qualitatively similar results have

been reported for several other systems [13].

However, recent work based on solving numerically the constitutive equation for micelles [14],
and also theories which allow for nonlocal constitutive behaviour [14-16], suggest that the

top-jumping criterion does not, in general, identify the true steady-state banded flow under

conditions of homogeneous stress. The question of band selection therefore remains open.
Since it is not possible in a real rheometer to achieve a completely uniform stress field, small

perturbations to planar Couette flow could be important Iii]. Also, in principle the criterion

could depend on § in such a way that a ramp [16,17]; rather than a plateau, would be seen

in the measured flow curve; but if this occurs in micelles, the ramp seems to be relatively flat.
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(Although we below detect departures from a completely horizontal plateau in some of our

data, for simplicity in our discussions we mainly ignore this slight slope.)
Experimentally, a careful series of experiments by Berret et at. [18j have revealed flow curves

in which clear departures from top jumping are seen. In these curves, the shear stress ap in

the plateau region, corresponding to banded flow, lies well below the stress maximum on the

underlying flow curve.
(In the reptation-reaction model, this maximum occurs at §

=
§f~~

=
2.6/rM with

a = amax =
0.67Go; here Go is the high frequency plateau modulus defined

as u8ual by linear viscoelastic measurements [4].) This behaviour is accompanied by a sharp

corner on the measured flow curve at ii (Fig. lb ). These experiments, however, are on relatively
concentrated systems (weight fraction #

r~

5 -30%), and although their chemistry is similar, it is

not identical to the CPyCI/Nasal systems studied by Rehage and Hoffmann, and below (excess
salt is present). The results of Berret et al. were originally interpreted as evidence against a

purely rheological instability and in favour of a somewhat different mechanism; involving the

shear-induced nucleation and growth of a nematic phase Ii 8]. The issue here is not whether the

micelles in the high-shear band ii
=

§2) formally have nematic order (in view of the flow this is

inevitable) but whether the banding instability is best regarded as a flow-induced perturbation

to a static phase transition, or as "purely" flow-induced. In practice the distinction between

these viewpoints is certainly not sharp [19].

2. The Present Study

In the present work, we examine experimentally a 100 mM /60 mM CPyCI /Nasal system at var-

ious temperatures, and also pre8ent results for a slightly different composition (100 mM /75 mM).
We show that the true steady-state flow curve does not correspond to top-jumping lap

=
amax)

but to a distinctly lower value of op. When ap is close to, but below, amax, the two be-

haviours may be hard to distinguish from the flow curve alone. After all, the predicted value

amax =
0.67Go is somewhat model dependent [3]. Likewise, although in principle there is for

ap < amax a finite change in slope at the plateau onset, this may be too small to measure.

A much better test for ~vhether in reality ap < amax is to look for a metastable branch of

the flow curve with a > ap (See Fig. lb). We find that for temperatures between 20 and

25 ° C. such a branch is readily observed. This precludes top jumping as the criterion for band

selection in our systems. ive also find that, to see the true stead»-state behaviour, one has to

perform measurements exceedingly slowly. The time-scale rss for equilibration onto the steady

state, reported below, can be hundreds or thousands of times longer than the Maxwell time

o~ (which is typically a few seconds), and in the 100/60 system appears unmeasurably long
for a small window of mean strain rates § just above ii Consistent with these findings, we

also observe that (a) in fast stress-controlled scans
(roughly one data point per Maxwell time),

a flol~~ curve resembling top-jumping can be recorded; (b) under strain-rate control, even in

relatively slow scans at increasing strain rate, it is normal to obtain a bump in the flow curve,

as has occasionally been reported before [9]. This bump is rather reproducible, but disappears
if the scan is done subsequently under decreasing strain rate.

In the light of our results, one may question to what extent the original data of Rehage and

Hoffmann for 100 /60 mM CPyCI/Nasal [12] represents a true steady 8tate flow curve. At that

time the theoretical suggestion of shear-banding in wormlike micelles had not yet been made,

so it would have been normal to assume that, for each shear rate, the steady state flow was

reached1~.ithin a few Maxwell times. Indeed, in their paper, Rehage and Hoffmann included

startup curves for which data is not plotted beyond ten Maxwell times (Ref. [12], Fig. 32). Our

own results suggest that the final steady state is achieved only at much longer times than this

(and also those used for the flow curves reported in [9]). It should also be noted, however. that
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the system we study, and that studied by Rehage and Hoffmann may not be exactly the same.

It is widely known that systems containing the salicylate ion (Sal~) are prone to various kinds

of aging and degradation, and may also be very sensitive to impurity levels [20].

In what follows, we summarize our experimental setup (Sect. 3) and then present a(§)
curves

measured under carefully specified conditions (Sect. 4). In Section 5 we present results for the

transient approach to the steady state, highlighting the extremely long relaxation times rss. In

Section 6 we discuss the shape of the transient response, and compare with a functional form

suggested by the work of Berret et at. [18]. The dependence of the relaxation time rss on § is

also discussed in detail. Section 7 contains our concluding remarks.

3. Experimental

The aqueous surfactant solutions chosen were (a) 100 mM cetylpyridinium chloride/60 mM

sodium salicylate, and (b) the same but with 100/75 mM. The chemicals were supplied by
Aldrich and by BDH and used without further purification. Samples were made up with once-

distilled water. The weight fractions of the two samples are respectively 4.6% and 4.8$lo. The

100 /60 system undergoes a phase transition (Krafft point) at 19 °C (this temperature is slightly
lower, 18 °C, for 100/75). This transition is strongly first order and does not appear to be

involved in any of the phenomena occurring under flow at higher temperature. Measurements

were made for several temperatures in the range 19-25 °C; this was controlled by a Peltier

cell and/or
a thermal jacket (+0.I °C accuracy).

Most of our rheological data was obtained on a TA Carrimed CSL~100 Rheometer, with

either a cone and plate cell (6 cm diameter, angle 2°) or a Couette cell with a gap of I mm

and inner radius 24 mm. The inner cylinder is terminated at the base b» a cone and plate
region (Mooney cell). This machine is intrinsically a stress-controlled design but software for

strain~rate control was used. An inbuilt over-ride prevents the latter from being used at too lon.

a shear rate ii < 0.29 s~~); apart from this restriction we encountered no problems imposing
strain-rate control in this machine. (The main drawback of software control is insensitivity to

fa8t tran8ients, which are not our focus in this work.) To be sure on this point we performed

a small number of measurements on a Rheometrics Fluid Spectrometer (at CRPP, Bordeaux),
using a Couette cell of diameter 34 mm with a gap of 2 mm. The inner cylinder has a "dimple"

on its lower face to eliminate contributions from the fluid beneath. This machine is intrinsically
strain-rate controlled; apart from some extra short-time-scale features, this produced similar

relaxation curves and relaxation times to the Carrimed data.

To characterize our samples, we measured first their linear viscoelastic spectra. Represen-
tative curves are shown in Cole-Cole form in Figure 2. These show good, but not perfect,
Maxwell behaviour. The value of Go can be found by fitting to a semicircle and finding the

intersection point on the horizontal axis Ii, 21]. Our Go
=

27 Pa value for the 100 /60 system
is somewhat below that of Rehage and Hoffmann (Go

=
31 Pa) [12]. A rather larger value was

reported by Callaghan et at. [9]. For the 100 /75 system we measured Go
=

36 Pa. We found

no appreciable dependence of Go on T in the temperature range studied. Note the substantial

difference in Go on switching from 0.6 to 0.75 Sal /CPyCI ratio. Since (in this strongly entan-

gled regime) Go depends only on the entanglement mesh size and not on the micelle length [ii,
this can be explained only by assuming that the persistence length is rather different in the

two samples. This is consistent with complexation of the counterions at the micelle surface

which may change its stiffness. Also obtained from the linear viscoelastic spectra are values

of the Maxwell time, as shown in Table I. Those for 100/60 are once again similar but not

identical to values reported previously.
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Fig. 2. Cole-Cole plots of linear viscoelastic spectra for 100/60 and 100/75 at 20 °C. (In this

representation, the Maxwell model describes a semicircle. The solid lines are to guide the eye.)

Table I. Maxwell times for stated compositions/temperatures.

T 19 °C 20 °C 23.5 °C 25 °C

100/60 mM 4.5 s 2.5 s i-I s

100/75 mM i-I s 1.2 s 0.6 s 0.4 s

In what follows. we use the measured plateau modulus values to scale all the measured

stresses; this is done separately for each filling of the rheometer cell. The procedure eliminates

possible systematic errors from variation in the filling level of the cell (which is hard to control

precisely for these highly viscous fluids), and eases comparison between the various curves.

4. Nonlinear Viscoelasticity

Typical a(§) flow curves are shown in Figures 3-5. Because of the slow transients, it is impor-

tant to specify carefully the conditions under which these curves are measured.

4. i. SYSTEM 100 /60 AT 23.5 °C. Refer first to Figure 3a, which shows three different types
of run for 100/60 at 23.5 °C in a cone and plate geometry. The uppermost curve is measured

under controlled stress conditions, if the stress is increased relatively fast (ten seconds between

one data point and the next). This curve shol~.s a smooth transition to a plateau, not unlike

that expected if the shear-bands are selected according to the top-jumping criterion. However,
this is definitely a nonequilibrium curve; the "apparent plateau" stress a(PP is about 0.7-0.8Go

and is sensitive to the rate of sweep and also the cell geometry. (Apart from this value, nearly
identical curves were also measured for the Couette-Mooney cell.

By choosing instead a strain-rate sweep and varying the flow conditions much more slowly
(about 100 s per data point),

a quite different curve is measured. On increasing strain rates,
there is a bump in the stress, which beyond a certain point drops fairly sharply onto a plateau

at ap ci 0.54Go. The strain rate can then be increased further with barely any increase

in measured stress. If the strain rate is now swept down from a high value, the plateau is

retraced, the decreasing branch lying marginally below the increasing one. More significantly,
the bump is not seen. All these effects are reproducible at the stated sweep rate.
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Fig. 3. System 100/60 at 23.5 °C. a) Three "steady-state" flow curves measured under different

nouequilibrium conditions as explained in the text. Circles: stress control, 10 s per data point.
Triangles: controlled strain rate, 100 s per data point, increasing (upright) and decreasing (inverted).
b) Startup of steady stress curve, showing the metastability of flows with up < a < «jump m 0.61Go.
(Data from cone~plate cell and TA rheometer.)

It is interesting to perform for comparison a relatively slow stress-controlled (stress sweep)

curve. The curve
(not shown in Fig. 3a) follows the fast controlled stress-sweep curve up to a

stress which lies clearly above ap; the system then becomes unstable and the strain rate starts

increasing very rapidly. We call the stress at which this sudden change occurs ajump. The

measured value depends on the sweep rate, but not strongly. A more reproducible definition

of ajump is found by observing controlled stress startup curves, as shown in Figure 3b. For

stresses in the range ap < a < ajump, the system remains for very many Maxwell times at

a constant shear rate, lying on what is clearly a metastable branch of the a(§) curve. For

a > ajump, this does not occur; after a moderate time (which may still be long compared to

the Maxwell time), the mean strain rate starts increasing rapidl» until the sample is ejected
from the rheometer cell. Our best estimate is ajun,p =

0.fiiGo for this system.
These data establish beyond doubt that the 100/60 system does not show simple "top-

jumping" at 23.5 °C. Instead the shear bands are selected in some other way. As mentioned

in the introduction, this direct observation of the metastable branch is much more conclusive

than a comparison of the plateau stress ap =
0.54Go iv.ith the theoretical top-jumping value

ap = amax =
0.67Go, bearing in mind that the fluid is not perfectly Maxwellian and hence

that neither the definition of Go, nor the theoretical prefactor 0.67, can be considered precise
(the latter is anyway rather model dependent [3]).

4.2. SYSTEM 100/60 AT OTHER TEMPERATURES. Broadly similar results were found at

temperatures of 20, 21 and 25 °C, although the values of ap, ajump depend on temperature.

Figure 4 shows cone-plate data at 20 °C, with a strain-rate controlled scan speed of 300 s per

data point. (A rapid, stress-controlled scan is also shown.) Because of the software used, our

strain-rate scans are limited to only a part of the range, but the data we have is consistent
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Fig. 4. 100/60 at 20 °C: same key as in Figure 3. Open circles: trace of a strain-rate startup
experiment. The long time asymptote is marked x.

with the same scenario as seen for T
=

23.5 °C. In this case we find ap =
0.50Go and

ajump =
0.57Go. Also shown on this plot is the trace of a strain-rate startup experiment. In

other words, a steady strain rate is initiated and the observed (time-dependent) stress points are

plotted, forming a vertical line segment. The upper end of this lies near the "apparent" steady
state flow curve measured with a fast scan. The trace terminates at long times on the plateau

(marked x ). We will use similar plots in the next section when discussing transient behaviour;
meanwhile, note that our strain-control software is working well (the line of measured strain-

rates is vertical as it should be).

4.3. SYSTEM 100/75. The behaviour of this system shows a broadly similar scenario to

that found for 100 /60. Figure 5 shows upward and downward strain-sweep curves
(aboui 200 s

per data point) at 19 °C, and also the trace of a startup curve. In this case the difference

between ajump (defined as the point at which instability sets in during a slow stress sweep) and

ap is less clear. The situation is delicate because the stress "plateau" is for this system not

completely flat. To the observed accuracy «jump is very close to the steady-state shear stress

observed for high strain rates, which is very slightly above that found for low ones. Hol~.ever,
since we do not understand why these two quantities are different, we make no distinction

between ajump and ap for this system. For the 100 /75 composition, just as
for 100 /60 there is

a noticeable temperature dependence of op.

5. Transient
vs. True Steady-State Behaviour

In the datasets discussed above, we have specified the rate at which the curves were taken.

The curves that most resemble top-jumping (with ap =
a(PP) are dearly not steady state. The

remainder were taken more slowly, at a rate which would normally be expected to yield true

steady-state curves, if there were not processes present with relaxation time-scales far longer
than the Maxwell times of the fluid (listed in Tab. I). In fact, slow processes are certainly
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Fig. 5. System 100/75 at 19 °C. Filled circles: stress controlled (fast scan). Triangles (inverted
triangles): rising (decreasing) strain sweep curve, 200 s per data point. Open circles: startup of steady
shear curve showing decay of the stress onto the plateau, marked x (see text).

present, and they are particularly slow near the metastable branch of the flow curve. This is

why this part of the curve can be measured rather easily, either in a fast controlled stress scan,

or even in a slow one (for 100 /60 at least, up to a =
ajump). The metastable branch also shows

up in an increasing strain rate sweep at controlled strain rate, giving rise to the bump in the

measured curve. Presumably the slow relaxation times are associated with establishment of a

banded flol~.. If so, it is not surprising that the bump is not retraced on a downward sweep (at
controlled strain-rate) since a banded flow is then already present in the system. Because the

transient results for it are slightly simpler, we discuss the 100 /75 system first.

5.i. SYSTEM 100/75. In Figure 6 we show (for the 100/75 system at 19 °C)
a number

of startup traces for different steady-shear conditions. Each startup curve is collapsed to a

vertical line which terminates on the plateau. The behaviour is very striking, and confirms

that in this system all controlled strain-rate data showing apparent steady-state stresses above

ap are in fact transient data. The true steady-state flow curve consists of the classical form

(Fig. lb) with a plateau stress ap which lies clearly below the top-jumping value. (We know

this, because the metastable part of the stress curve, lying above ap in the figure, is readily
measured, and indeed matches the stresses measured at early times in the startup experiments.
The time-scales rss required for the final steady state to be achieved after startup are in the

range 100-700 seconds (details are presented in the next section). It is therefore not surprising
that the system stays on the metastable branch long enough for this to be the recorded stress

at strain-rate sweep rates of 200 s per data point (Fig. 6). Broadly similar results to these were

also obtained at T
=

23.5 °C. In all cases we found that the true steady<-state flow curve does

not depend appreciable on the geometry of the rheometer cell, although some of the transient

data does.

5.2. SYSTEM 100/60. Figure 7 shows similar data for the 100 /60 system at T
=

23.5 °C.

Here the situation is more complicated. For strain-rates well above ii (well into the plateau
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Fig. 7. System 100/60 at 23.5 °C. Same key as Figure 5. The startup curves show either decay

onto the plateau x (higher stresse8, endpoints marked x)
or no decay (intermediate stre8s, endpoint

marked +). These "endpoints" are at times of order 10~ 10~TM.

region, )TM > I-I), the behaviour is as before, with the startup curves terminating on the

plateau stress, ap cM
0.54Go. (There is now an undershoot; the long time limits of the startup

curves are marked x and are indeed on or near the plateau.) However, for strain rates very

close to but somewhat above §i (roughly §1
"

0.85/TM < § < 1.1/rM) the startup curves

appear never to decay onto the plateau. Obviously, the word "never" is dangerous. However,

we have observed these systems for many hours during which the stress remains very stable
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Fig. 8. Transient response curves (startup of steady strain) for system100/75 at 19 °C. The fitted

curves are of the form of equation (1) with n =
3.

at a value discemably above op. (The final data point on such a curve, measured after many

hours, is marked +. For the full curve, see Fig. 10 below). These observations are consistent

with the idea that, for a small window of strain rates above §i, there is an effectively infinite

relaxation time rss, in contrast to the 100 /75 system.

6. Analysis of Transient Response

6.1. SYSTEM 100 /75. Representative startup curve8 are 8hown for this system at T
=

19 °C

in Figure 8. These are fairly typical of tho8e found at variou8 temperatures. The curves are

of a surprising form, 8imilar to that seen by Berret et al. [18] in their study of equimolar
CPyCI/Nasal in 0.5 M Nacl. After a short initial transient (of order one Maxwell time, and

not detectable with our strain-control software), there is a "latency period" followed by a decay.
In a few cases the transient part of the response is well fit by a Gaussian, that is

a(t)
=

ia(0+) a(Oo)i exPi- (()~i
+ a(°°) Ii)

with n =
2. (This Gaussian form was theoretically motivated in Ref. [18].) However, in most

cases a larger value of
n gives a better fit. We chose n by eye as n =

2, 2.5, 3. Broadly similar

results were found at higher temperatures.
These fits give reasonably robust estimates of the relaxation time Tss for decay onto the

steady state. Also we have confirmed with a few runs on the Rheometrics machine (Bordeaux)
that the relaxation times do not depend appreciably on which machine was used. This is

true whenever § > ii (the shear-banding region) where the slow transients are seen. For

§ < ii (no shear band8), the relaxation is on the Maxwell time-scale, which can be resolved

in the Rheometrics but not the Carrimed setup. (The curves are then different, but we are

not interested in that regime in this paper.) The relaxation times rss do seem to depend
appreciably on the cell geometry, being somewhat shorter in a Couette-Mooney cell than in a
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Table II. rss for the 100/75 system at various shear rates and temperatures. The data is for
the Carrimed rheometer with a

cone/plate cell. (Mazwell times given in Tab. 1. )

T )TM rss/rM
n T [TM rss/o~

n

19 °C 0.94 410 3 23.5 °C 0.94 435 2

1.02 275 3 0.96 475 2

1.10 230 3 0.99 550 2

1.19 170 3 1.02 535 3

1.27 145 3 1.05 425 3

1.36 l10 3 1-11 320 3

1.45 90 3 1.14 285 3

1.53 67 3

Table III. rss for the 100/60 system at 23.5 °C. The rheometer and cell geometry is as

stated. (Mazwell time
=

2.5
s
).

cell §o~ rss/rM
n cell §r&i rss/rM

n cell §r&i rss/o~
n

TA 1.0 TA 1.0 Rheo

C/P 1.25 328 2.5 Couette 1.25 180 2.5 Couette 1.25 184 2

1.5 136 2.5 1.5 92 2.5 1.5 72 2

1.75 78 3 1.75 50 3 1.75 32 2

2.0 58 3 2.0 34 3

2.25 44 3

cone and plate cell. The reason for this is unclear, but may possibly be related to the greater
inhomogeneity of the stress field in a Couette geometry; which could assist the formation of

shear bands [iii.
Some relaxation times rss for the 100 /75 system are shown in Table II. Those measured

at 19 °C are shown as a function of § in Figure 9. The curve is consistent with a power law

divergence of the form

Tss +~

ii ici~~ 12)

where p =
2.35-2.5 and §~

=
0.355 /rM is a

"critical" shear rate. (These parameters are best fit

values. Note however, that this critical shear rate is far less than ii
"

0.85/TM, as determined

from the onset of the plateau region in Figure 6. This means that the rela~~ation time Tss

remains finite throughout the shear-banding region (§ > §i). However, it is interesting, and

suggestive, that it can be fit to a power law divergence, albeit with a "hidden" critical point

§c < ii It is possible that the data of Berret et al. [18] could also be fit this way, but they
do not give enough values to try the comparison. On the other hand, our data for 100/75 at

23.5 ° C does not support a similar fit (see Tab. II).

6.2. SYSTEM 100/60. The behaviour in this case is extremely rich and interesting. Firstly,
to fit some of the curve8, values of

n
less than 2 or more than 3 are required. Also, at some

shear-rates (especially at T
=

20 °C), the approach to the steady state appears to occur in

more than one stage (with extra inflexions on the decay curves). However, for the purposes of
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Note the absence of decay for §TM
=

1.0; this system shows a steady-state shear stress well above

up =
0.54Gn. (No decay is visible also for §TM

=
0.75; however, this value lies below the onset of

8hear banding so the steady state is reached rapidly and has a stress less than up.) b) Typical fit of

relaxation curve (§TM =1.25, n =
2.S).

extracting rss it is usually possible to get a reasonable estimate fitting to a single-stage decay

curve, with n around 2 or 3. Some values of rss for this system are shown in Table III. We also

obtained data at T
=

20 ° C, however the fits were less satisfactory due to the more complicated
(multimodal) shapes of the relaxation curves. Accordingly we focus on the higher temperature

dataset in what follows.

We show in Figure 10 the startup curves in a
cone/plate cell for T

=
23.5 °C; curves

l~~ere taken in order of increasing § with 5 minutes rest in between runs.
(This

was the
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usual procedure chosen; there was in some cases a slight difference between an increasing and

decreasing sequence for the measurements. We also did some runs with 15 minutes rest in

between; this led to some differences in relaxation times but no qualitative changes in the

behaviour reported below.) We observe that curves with § well above ii
"

0.85/TM show a

stress decay onto the plateau value ap =
a(§1)

=
0.54Go. The decay times are quite slow

(hundreds of seconds) and get slower for smaller I. However, there is one curve
(§o~

=
1.0)

for which there is no apparent decay on the time-scale of hours. This curve seems to be "stuck"

with a constant shear stress whose value is not op. (This behaviour was already mentioned

in discussing Fig. 7.) Moreover, this stress is reached already at rather early times (limited
by initial transients unresolved by our

setup), and corresponds to the stress arising during
the "latency" period of the other curves. Hence, although the curve at first sight shows rapid

relaxation onto a steady state, it is the "wrong" steady state; by comparison with the other

curves, we see that this curve actually represents an unmeasurably large rss. Similar results

were obtained on more than one occasion for shear rates close to this value.

To analyse the § dependence of rss, we have fit the measured values for the TA cone /plate
setup (when finite) to the form of equation (2). The result is shown in Figure ii; our best

estimates of the fit parameters are p =
1.2 and §~

=
i.0 /o~. To within error from the fit, this §~

coincides with the value of § for the "stuck" flow curve measured in Figure 10. (Note that this

correspondence was not forced: rss for this flow rate, being unmeasurably large, was ezcl~ded

from the fit.) Although the power law exponent is different, this data is qualitatively like

the 100 /75 system ezcept that fi~ now
exceeds §1

"
0.85/rM. Indeed from Figure 10 we have

a(§~)
=

0.57Go whereas a(§1)
=

0.54Go; although the difference is small it is unambiguous in

the Figure (bear in mind that all these curves were taken with a single filling of the rheometer

cell. These data show that the divergence in rss is no longer "hidden" it appears that instead

a small window of strain rates has opened up (ii < § < §~) for which rss is unbounded. This

situation is sketched in Figure 12.

We now discuss the relationship between ac and ajump. The critical stress a~ was defined

above in terms of the divergence of rss in a startup experiment at fixed strain rate. On the other

hand, ajump for the 100 /60 system was defined as the stress below which a startup experiment

at controlled stress remains indefinitely in a metastable state. (Broadly speaking, this also

corresponds to the onset of instability in a slowly increasing stress sweep measurement, as
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Fig. 12. Apparent form of metastability/flow
curve for 100/60 system. The unstable part of the

stress us. strain rate curve is dotted. The observed flow curve found e-g- on decreasing strain-rate

sweep (solid). Metastable branch (double line): in this region the lifetimes Tss of metastable states

appear to be infinite. Metastable states can be observed beyond this point (dashed) but with a finite

Tss which diverges as the point marked . is approached.

discussed earlier.) In principle, the stress startup experiments could also be analysed to look

for a divergence in the relaxation time, but this is not feasible in practice because a series of

stresses could not be compared for a single filling of the rheometer (the sample would be ejected
each time). In any case, without clear evidence to the contrary, it is simplest to assume that

ajump = a~, as 8ketched in Figure 12. This means that the criterion for remaining indefinitely

on the metastable branch, in a startup measurement, is independent of whether controlled

stress or controlled strain rate is used. (Although the transient response on time-scale TM is

different in these two cases, the long time behaviour should be almost the same.) We believe

our data to be consistent with this, although we cannot rule out the possibility that aji,mp and

a~ differ by a small finite amount. What is clear is that both are distinctly larger than the

plateau stress, ap, causing a "window of metastability" to appear above ap (or §i) for which

a metastable, unbanded flow can be maintained indefinitely.
Obviously, it is possible that rss is not actually infinite in this (stress or strain-rate) window:

all we can say is that, if finite, the values of rss lie beyond
our patience to measure them (we

waited about 10~ s). Even if finite, the behaviour of rss at least suggests a change of mechanism

at §~: whate,>er is the kinetic process by 1~.hich bands are formed at high mean strain rates, this

relaxation switches off as a power law at §~ and some other (uiimeasurably slow) mechanism

takes over. On the other hand, if the relaxation times for ii < § < §~ really are
infinite, then

it means that the final steady state achieved under an imposed mean flow rate fi depends, not

only on the value of §, but also on the way in which this mean flow was switched on in the

distant past.

7. Discussion and Conclusion

Berret et al.'s proposal [18] of the Gaussian form for the relaxation function of stress under

steady shear flow was based on an explicit model of nucleation and one-dimensional growth
of nematic domains. This mechanistic interpretation appears less plausible for our systems
which have very low weight fractions and are not close to any nematic phases on the static

phase diagram. So it is all the more remarkable that we observe such similar relaxation curves

(although we are forced to adopt a wider range of exponent n in the fits). Certainly, the
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existence of a flat latency period, rather than a finite initial slope on the decay curves, are

suggestive of a nucleation mechanism. Indeed, our data
on the 100 /75 system is overall quite

similar to that of Berret et al. [18] and on this basis one might suggest that
a nucleation

mechanism was at work here too. Given that, for the 100/60 system, the relaxation time rss

diverges at §c, then that suggests something closer to a spinodal than a nucleation process. In

spinodal decomposition, the relaxation time diverges at the spinodal point itself. For shallower

quendies than this, the process is controlled by a slower (nucleation and growth) mechanism,
whose relaxation time is normally finite but might conceivably be infinite here (this might
depend on how the barrier to nucleation scales with system size).

However, this entire discussion relies on a dubious analogy with the thermodynamics of static

phase transitions (see e-g- Ref. [19]). It seems likely that a proper explanation of the shapes
of the startup curves and their corresponding rss values will have to await a detailed theory
of exactly hqw shear-banded flows develop from an initially homogeneous flow. Neither the

spinodal nor the nucleation terminology need be appropriate to the true process, which may
involve the slow drift of a sharp band interface from one position to another in the cell [14,16].

We hai~e not examined in detail the dependence of the relaxation times rss on the cell geometry,
but this mechanism would imply some such a dependence, which we do observe.

As mentioned previously, the CPyCI/Nasal system may be sensitive to impurity effects; this

makes us cautious of an» direct comparison with the earlier work of Rehage and Hoffmann on

the 100 /60 system [12]. Nonetheless, for the samples studied here, we have shown conclusively
that the top-jumping scenario, whereby coexisting bands have the maximum possible shear

stress, does not in fact provide the true selection criterion for these bands. This negates the

simple assumption of top-jumping made by Spenley et al. [4] in their fit to the original Re-

hage/Hoffmann data. However, our data is in accord with more recent work on the mechanism

of band selection based on interfacial stresses [14,16], and with results of Berret et al. on a

different system [18]. The absence of top-jumping was proved (for both the 100 /60 and 100 /75
compositions) by direct observation of a metastable branch of the underlying flow curve, in

which the system reproducibly became trapped at a stress above the plateau value ap, for time

scales much longer than the NIaxwell relaxation time of the fluid. NIoreover, in the 100 /fi0 case

we found evidence for a small window of shear rates or stresses in which the system remains on

the metastable branch indefinitely (> 10~ s). As this window is approached from above, the

relaxation time rss diverges with a power law; within the window, the ultimate state of stress

apparently depends on the flow history of the sample in the indefinitely remote past. Recent

theories on the dynamics of band selection clearly lead one to expect departures fi.om top-
jumping [14, ifi-19], and in some cases anticipate that metastable unbanded flows are possible.
However, the factors controlling the lifetime of these metastable states are not yet known, so

it remains to be seen whether any of these theories can explain the richness of the behaviour

~v.e have observed.
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